HOLLY SHELTER SHOOTING RANGE
GENERAL ARCHERY RULES

- Sky drawing is prohibited
- Broadheads are NOT allowed on the range
- No handling of bows while others are down range
- Firearms are prohibited on the archery range
- Do not nock an arrow until ready to shoot
- No shooting at unauthorized targets (cans, boxes, etc.)
- If you observe any unsafe conditions, report them immediately to staff
- All range users (shooters and visitors) are personally responsible for range safety and safe shooting practices. If you have a question concerning range rules or safety, please ask a Range Safety Officer. They will be happy to assist you.

PRACTICE RANGE RULES

- This range is primarily for the use of archery sight in and practice
- Crossbows are allowed on this range ONLY
- Shooting is to be directed at target faces only
- Do NOT nock arrows or cock crossbows until EVERYONE is behind the shooting line
- Keep arrows pointed down range in the direction of the target
- Wait until all archers have agreed that the line is clear before advancing past line to retrieve arrows
- Destroying targets to retrieve arrows is prohibited

3D RANGE RULES

- Crossbows are prohibited on the 3D Target Range
- Shoot from designated stakes ONLY. Alteration of the course in any way is prohibited
- One arrow per target ONLY
- Allow faster groups to shoot through
- This is a “pull with consideration” course. If anyone is pulling arrows to your left or right, you are NOT ALLOWED to shoot until they are back to the stakes. You may also NOT pull your own arrows while anyone to your left or right is still shooting
- No member of a shooting group is allowed to step forward of the position until all members have completed shooting at that particular target
- No one is allowed past the safety line. If you lose an arrow, ask a Range Safety Officer for assistance when you are finished shooting
- Please notify range staff of any animal that may have fallen or is perceived to be unsafe to shoot. Do not attempt to move animal